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Bell-Ringer Sheet M (Week of Dec. 3, 2018)

Please complete or re-do incomplete activities.

English with Mr. Thompson

Tues. Dec. 4, 2018 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. in 1873, tanner often drew pictures of animals at the philadelphia zoo.
(4 corrections)

2. Was’nt He the only African-American student at the time in the
Pennsylvania academy of fine arts (6 corrections)
Wed., Dec. 5, 2018 - Sentence Stalking
Directions: Identify the subject, verb, and other parts of speech of the mentor sentence. Then create your own sentence in the same style.

Mentor Sentence:
“After Mom leaves for the store, Dad takes over the dinner.”
p. 60 - Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson

My Sentence:
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Thurs. Dec. 6, 2018 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. Tanners father was a minister so Tanner knew the bible well.
(3 corrections)

2. Did you notice that paintings by tanner theyre all on biblical themes.
(6 corrections)
Fri., Dec. 7, 2018 - Paragraph Editing
Directions: Edit the paragraph below using proofreader’s marks.

Herriot worked hard but in all creatures great and small herriot
describes farmers who worked even harder. He was called to one
farm. Where a milk cow had a infection in her udder. the farmer
was young and poor, and he had a wife and small baby. If the milk
cow died it would be a serious loss? after injecting the cow with
medicine herriot told the farmer the only hope was to rub the udder
as often as possable The farmer never slept he rubbed the udder all
night and then he went off to work (23 corrections)

